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### Title: Zoilo Antonio Velez vs. Atty. Leonard S. De Vera: A Consolidated Case on Moral
Fitness, IBP Leadership, and Procedural Due Process

### Facts:
This  consolidated Supreme Court  case involved three related matters  concerning Atty.
Leonard S. De Vera, revolving around his qualification as a member of the Philippine Bar,
his position within the Integrated Bar of the Philippines (IBP), and subsequent challenges
against his removal from IBP leadership roles. The first case was initiated by Zoilo Antonio
Velez, aiming for De Vera’s disbarment or suspension, alleging misrepresentation before the
California State Bar and violation of IBP’s rotation rule. The second involved De Vera’s
request for oath-taking as incoming IBP National President, while the third contested his
removal from the IBP Board of Governors and as Executive Vice President (EVP).

De Vera’s disbarment was initially sought based on accusations of fund misappropriation in
California and strategic Chapter membership transfer within the IBP to suit his presidential
ambitions. Despite a prior Supreme Court ruling which tackled similar issues (A.C. No.
6052), this consolidated case proceeded to re-examine the matters due to allegations of De
Vera’s  display  of  conduct  unbecoming  of  an  IBP  officer,  particularly  in  public
misrepresentations during the 10th National IBP Convention regarding IBP’s withdrawal of
a petition before the Supreme Court.

### Issues:
1. Whether De Vera’s prior acts constituted grounds for disbarment or suspension.
2. The legitimacy of De Vera’s removal from IBP leadership based on the stated reasons and
the followed procedural process.
3. The applicability of IBP’s rotation and automatic succession rules in the subsequent
election of the IBP EVP and National President.

### Court’s Decision:
1. **Disbarment or Suspension**: The Court suspended De Vera from practicing law for two
years  based  on  substantiated  claims  of  misappropriating  client  funds  in  California,
underlining his failure to exhibit the integrity and propriety expected of a lawyer.
2. **Removal from IBP Leadership**: The Court found that the IBP Board of Governors acted
within its rights and with due process in removing De Vera for conduct deemed detrimental
to  the  organization.  It  was  held  that  such  removal  was  done  without  grave  abuse  of
discretion, emphasizing the importance of unity and authoritative voice within the IBP.
3. **IBP Rotation and Succession Rules**: In considering De Vera’s argument against the
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election method for his replacement, the Court underscored that the IBP operated within its
By-Laws, supporting the election of the new EVP — ensuring the seamless and efficient
transition of leadership within the organization.

### Doctrine:
– **Disbarment and Suspension**: The misappropriation of client funds directly challenges
the moral turpitude required for the practice of law, warranting suspension or disbarment
as disciplinary actions.
– **IBP Governance**: The IBP Board of Governors has broad discretion in managing its
internal affairs, including the removal of members for causes that disrupt organizational
unity and effectiveness, provided such actions comply with due process.
– **IBP By-Laws on Leadership Transition**: The Court clarified the interpretation of the
IBP  By-Laws  concerning  rotation  and  succession,  affirming  the  autonomous  and
discretionary power of the IBP to elect its officers within the framework of its By-Laws to
ensure leadership continuity.

### Class Notes:
– **Key Legal Concepts**: Moral turpitude in legal practice, procedural due process in
administrative actions, and governance within legal organizations.
– **Relevant Statutes and Provisions**: Code of Professional Responsibility, particularly on
handling  client  funds  (Canon  16)  and  the  IBP  By-Laws  concerning  governance  and
leadership transition.
– **Application**: The necessity for legal professionals to maintain high moral standards;
the  emphasis  on  procedural  fairness  in  organizational  disciplinary  actions;  and  the
autonomy of legal organizations in governance as long as actions are within the bounds of
established rules and due process.

### Historical Background:
This case reflects the intricate balance between individual rights within professional ethics
and  organizational  governance  within  the  legal  profession’s  regulatory  framework.  It
underscores the Philippine Supreme Court’s role in ensuring that standards of legal practice
and professional conduct are upheld within the context of the integrated bar’s autonomy
and self-regulation.


